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FOREWORD

There has been an exceptional growth in the development and use of open, flexible, distance, and blended learning approaches across the world. Due to rapid growth of knowledge, it becomes important for the next generation to be aware about how they learn in a changing global environment. We know that learning is situational. It means that learning outcomes of individuals strongly depend on the situation in which they learn, particularly in vocational education and training programmes. While the learners should be aware of their own contexts and situations, the pedagogy learning activities designed for delivery of vocational education is equally important. Open schooling system can be successfully used to stimulate and intensify the authentic/work-based learning situations. A large amount of people are deprived of education and training, particularly in the unorganized sector due to several reasons. The open schooling system, especially the National Institute of Open Schooling (NIOS) in India, has emerged as a prominent organization to impart education and training as per individual needs using various forms of multiple media.

A number of Committees and Commissions have been formed in India from time to time to evaluate the prevailing educational system and implement the Vocational Education System in the country. The Ministry of Human Resource Development (MHRD), Government of India (GOI) notified the National Vocational Education Qualifications Framework (NVEQF) in September 2012 as an endeavour to build flexible education and training systems that allow individuals to accumulate their knowledge and skills through vertical mobility approach. At present, about 18 Ministries of GOI are offering skill-based programmes. MHRD notification was applicable to those educational institutions that come under the control of this ministry. Recently, in December, 2013, the Department of Economic Affairs, Ministry of Finance notified National Skill Qualification Framework (NSQF), which will be facilitated by the National Skill Development Agency (NSDA).

Keeping this in backdrop and with the support of the Commonwealth Educational Media Centre for Asia (CEMCA), NIOS has developed the ‘Strategy for Skill Development through Open Schooling in India’. While the document was initially prepared keeping in view the NVEQF, it is still useful to facilitate the implementation of NSQF through open schooling.

The open schooling system, spearheaded by the NIOS, will strive to implement the NSQF to increase access to quality skill training. Towards this effect, it has signed a Memorandum of Understanding with the National Skill Development Corporation, and has been developing and updating its existing courses in collaboration with various Sector Skills Councils. It is hoped that other open schools in the country will also make use of this strategy document, and NIOS will be able to assist other institutions interested in offering skill training through technology-enhanced open and distance learning.

Sitansu S. Jena
Chairman, NIOS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AICTE</td>
<td>All India Council for Technical Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVI</td>
<td>Accredited Vocational Institution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAI</td>
<td>Computer Assisted Instruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBI</td>
<td>Computer-based Instruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBSE</td>
<td>Central Board of Secondary Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDA</td>
<td>Curriculum Development Agencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEMCA</td>
<td>Commonwealth Educational Media Centre for Asia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COL</td>
<td>Commonwealth of Learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDP</td>
<td>Gross Domestic Product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOI</td>
<td>Government of India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICT</td>
<td>Information and Communication Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IGNOU</td>
<td>Indira Gandhi National Open University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITI</td>
<td>Industrial Training Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDG</td>
<td>Millennium Development Goals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHRD</td>
<td>Ministry of Human Resource Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCOS</td>
<td>National Consortium of Open Schools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCERT</td>
<td>National Council for Educational Research and Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIOS</td>
<td>National Institute of Open Schooling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOS</td>
<td>National Occupation Standards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSDA</td>
<td>National Skill Development Authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSDC</td>
<td>National Skill Development Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSQF</td>
<td>National Skills Qualifications Framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NVEQF</td>
<td>National Vocational Education Qualification Framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODL</td>
<td>Open and Distance Learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OER</td>
<td>Open Educational Resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPNZ</td>
<td>Open Polytechnic New Zealand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OUSL</td>
<td>Open University of Sri Lanka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QAF</td>
<td>Quality Assurance Framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPL</td>
<td>Recognition of Prior Learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLD</td>
<td>Situated Learning Design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOS</td>
<td>State Open School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOVET</td>
<td>School of Vocational Education and Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSC</td>
<td>Sector Skills Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOVET</td>
<td>School of Vocational Education and Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWOT</td>
<td>Strengths-Weaknesses-Opportunities-Threats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBL</td>
<td>Technology-based Learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TVET</td>
<td>Technical and Vocational Education and Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UKOU</td>
<td>Open University United Kingdom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNESCO</td>
<td>United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VET</td>
<td>Vocational Education and Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VQAC</td>
<td>Vocational Qualification Assessment Centre</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Availability of adequate educated and trained human resources in a large range of academic, professional and technical/vocational areas is a critical factor in the overall economic and social development of individual nations as well as overall economic growth, peace and stability across all countries. For achieving sustainable growth in the economy, workers and employers need to be well-trained in the new areas of skills and information and communication technologies (ICTs) for working in the global environment. Like other forms of education and training, vocational education and training is an investment in human capital, which brings benefits in the form of enhanced labour productivity, and higher levels of output and training.

In the past, development of human resources has been the responsibility of the formal system of education from school-education to higher-education stage including technical and professional education. Occupational and vocational skills were mostly developed through informal settings like workplace and traditionally within the family from one generation to the next. The second half of the last century saw a change in the philosophy and practice of education. On one hand, there has been a process of democratization of education, which questioned several rigidities of the formal system of education that created barriers for all learners to have access to education. This led to the conceptualization and practice of open learning. Along with the developments in new self-learning techniques and emergence of a variety of information and communication technologies, this led to the creation and acceptance of the open and distance learning (ODL) mode of education. The ODL mode has proved its potential for providing education at secondary and post-secondary education for academic as well as professional and skill-based courses. With the integration of a variety of technologies, ODL has made this non-formal mode as effective as the formal system of education and training. It also helps trainees to enhance their existing knowledge and skills without leaving their present job or assignment in hand.

"Belem Framework for Action" (UNESCO, 2009) adopted by 144 delegates of UNESCO member states at the Sixth International Conference on Adult Education in Brazil re-affirmed the role of lifelong learning in addressing world’s development issues. The framework also explicitly mandated the member countries to develop
guidelines to recognize, validate and accredit all learning outcomes including those acquired through non-formal and informal learning environments. Although not explicitly said, this was an adequate acceptance of ODL-based education and training even for skill development. The NVEQF brought out by the Ministry of Human Resource Development (MHRD), Government of India, in September 3, 2012 strives to build a flexible and quality education and training system and allows individuals to use any mode of education, whether formal, non-formal or informal, or a combination of these three in acquiring and accumulating knowledge and skills in a progressive mode.

The NVEQF broadly acknowledges the use of non-formal mode of learning including ODL and open schooling to organize and deliver technical and vocational education and training courses at different levels. However, the framework does not provide the detailed modalities on how this could be effectively done. The present document attempts to operationalize some strategic directions for implementing NVEQF for providing TVET through the open schooling system in India. This was prepared through a consultative process with representatives from all major stakeholders expected to be involved in the formulation of policy and development and delivery of technical and vocational courses through open schooling all over India. The National Institute of Open Schooling (NIOS) has taken the lead along with the Commonwealth Educational Media Centre for Asia (CEMCA) in initiating and supporting the deliberations and consultations with stakeholders to begin with a brainstorming meeting in New Delhi. This led to the development of a discussion paper, which was later taken up in a 2-day workshop in Kochi, where the stakeholder representatives presented their experiences and views on the proposed Open Schooling Strategy for VET within the regulation and recommendations of the NVEQF and also deliberated on the discussion paper. Based on the outcomes of the workshop and within the requirements of NVEQF, the present document has been developed. While NVEQF has been the basic framework, in the changed scenario of generic NSQF notified by the Government of India, the recommendations in this document still holds good.

**NVEQF ACTION POINTS FOR CONSIDERATION**

The major action points derived from the salient recommendations of the NVEQF that will have implications on the implementation of VET programmes are the following:
a. Development of national occupation standards (NOS) by the respective sector skills councils (SSCs) in association with the curriculum development agencies (CDAs).

b. Adoption of a modular approach at all levels of education.

c. National level creation and adoption of credit-based system.

d. Recognition of prior learning (RPL) or accreditation of prior learning to be part of the NVEQF.

e. Competency standards for training of teachers and trainers.

f. Strategic steps for promotion of suitable pedagogy and blended learning.

g. Competency-based assessment system to be an integral part of the NVEQF.

h. Accredited assessors to judge all the evidence against NOS.

i. Development of a quality assurance system for competency-based education and training and assessment within a quality assurance framework (QAF).

j. Planning for developing an academiaindustry alignment at the district level to ensure that the framework caters to the local contextual requirements.

k. Implementation of the complementary policies with provisions for registration and accreditation, for enhancement of 'articulation arrangements' across levels of education.

l. Modification and expansion of structures of the present education and training system.

m. The reconstruction of the curriculum for schooling and higher education to be essential in order to provide necessary flexibility and get rid of the outmoded teachinglearning practices prevalent in the present education system.

**ODL FOR SKILL TRAINING – FEASIBILITY IN THE INDIAN CONTEXT**

The open schooling systems to be developed and strengthened for cost-effective offer of vocational education courses need to take into consideration the strengths and weakness of the ODL mode and the opportunities and threats that exist in the Indian context. The SWOT analysis shows that there are sufficient strengths of the ODL system to cater to the needs of vocational education, especially with the
availability of innovative ICT-based inputs. The political will and success of the ODL mode being used by NIOS and IGNOU for technical and vocational education also indicates success of the open schooling initiative for TVET. The learning/training inputs and assessment modalities of developing the vocational skills is very critical. As ODL systems provide for limited face-to-face (F2F) experiences, it is important to plan and execute the F2F sessions to include virtual learning support and adequate human interaction and hands-on practice in laboratory, workshop and work situations. The perceived weaknesses of the ODL system with regard to skills training can be removed by providing effective support for strong hands-on experience, good resource materials and virtual learning including simulation.

**SKILL DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY FOR OPEN SCHOOLING**

- Develop occupational standards and learning outcomes for need-based and industry-oriented courses as per the NSQF.
- Develop courses at NIOS and state open schools using the national curriculum framework.
- Develop courses and programmes in a modular credit-based system to facilitate credit accumulation and flexible upward mobility.
- Use the Framework for Recognition of Prior Learning (2013) to develop appropriate assessment mechanisms for different skills.
- All the qualification packs need to be supported by appropriate media mix for educational transaction in ODL.
- Learner assessment and certification need to be carried out by accredited skill development centres and use the norms specified by the SSCs.
- Wide range of learner support mechanisms should be designed, and provided to the learners to sharpen their skills.

**IMPLEMENTATION PLAN**

NIOS, being the apex organization for open schooling in India, should take the initiative in implementing the plan. It should take the following steps:

a) Advocacy and Sharing with Stakeholders: NIOS should disseminate this document to all the state open schools for further discussions, and organize a
forum at the national level to discuss the modalities further as a strategy for advocacy and capacity building of all stakeholders.

b) Giving Responsibility to NCOS: NCOS may be given the responsibility of coordinating the implementation strategy in all open schools, while the Vocational Education Department of NIOS may initiate action as per the NSQF to align existing courses and develop new courses.

c) Strengthening of the NIOS Academic Council with Representatives of SSCs: Select experts nominated by the SSCs may be included in the Academic Council of NIOS to help provide expert guidance in vocational course development as per the NSQF.

d) Developing a Timeline to Align All the Existing Vocational Courses of NIOS: The Department of Vocational Education needs to develop a plan and a timeline to align all its existing courses into NSQF compliant. This may be accorded high priority and completed in the next 3 years' time.

e) Identification of New Vocational Programmes and Courses in Different Sectors: Based on analysis of published data related to market needs, human resource requirements and employment opportunities in different skills sectors as well as occasional market surveys, NIOS should be expected to identify the demand for skilled personnel in various sectors. This could be the basis on which new VET courses and programmes are identified.

f) Vocational Course Design and Development: While designing and developing vocational courses with existing NOS and qualifications pack, the NIOS expert team should clearly articulate the media mix, learner support and assessment mechanism as required by the SSCs. In the absence of SSCs, NIOS should involve experts in instructional design and subject matter to develop National Occupational Standards and qualification packs before developing the media mix, scheme for learner support and assessment standards.

g) Establishing and/or Acquiring Infrastructure: Both learner support activities and monitoring will require infrastructure including buildings and equipment in the NIOS headquarters, regional centres, state open schools and in AVIs and vocational institutes at the field level for learner support practical work, and assessment of skills. NIOS may like to develop requirements for AVIs to
partner for delivery of courses, and assess their suitability through a credible system of review and physical checking. NIOS may also implement and further augment its online accreditation system for this purpose. The services and facilities available in each of the AVIs should be made public through its web page.

h) Skills Training Material Resource Repository: NIOS should take the lead in establishing a national repository for the collection, creation and distribution of multimedia curriculum and other resource material for the use of all institutions and learners of VET. This should include all newly developed materials as well as open educational resources. NIOS already practices the OER creation and this could be further strengthened.
India has been one of the fastest growing economies averaging around 8 percent annual economic growth during 2006-2011, with a then-projected growth of 7 percent in 2012. Contrary to this projection, the country registered only a relatively low 5 percent growth in 2012, which was expected to recover to about 6 percent in 2013 on par with the developing countries of Asia and the Pacific (UNESCAP, 2013). The Government of India has identified several areas, including manufacturing and production with 78 percent of workers in the informal economy; construction with 72 percent of workers in the informal economy, and the service industry as high growth and high employment areas to maintain the nation’s economic growth. Manufacturing, which has the long-term potential to become India’s strong development area, is currently responsible for only about 15 percent of the nation’s GDP and almost half of the country’s exports. Food products, basic metals, and electrical machinery industries are responsible for the largest shares of revenue in the Indian manufacturing sector. At the same time, the government acknowledges the importance of its service sector, which includes wholesale and retail trade and repairs, with 92 percent of workers in the informal economy (Pina et al, 2012). Nearly three quarters of India’s working-age population work in the informal economy and most of them do not possess any formal education or training in their field of work.

Developing countries will have to respond to the needs of large sections of their people who are caught at the low end of the skills spectrum. Many of these countries face high levels of unemployment and underemployment. These countries also face the challenge of low productivity in both organized and unorganized sectors. There is also the need to meet the functional and administrative requirements including having an effective governance system. Many developing countries now seek to take advantage of the recent growth in outsourcing of service industries from the developed economies. Success in these competitive areas will also depend upon how their skill development strategies correspond with the needs of these industries. India is one of those few countries which have been successful in competing with others in this increasingly competitive path, thanks to the investments it made in technical education since its
independence and especially in the last two decades. However, as compared to higher technical and professional levels, India does not have the sheer number of skilled personnel required in many vocational and lower technical areas in spite of high growth in its secondary and post-secondary education. Most of the people completing secondary schooling are not prepared for productive employment or entrepreneurship in any sector. There is a need to increase production of skilled personnel in large numbers in several production sectors. In a globalized economy, a sufficient number of workers is indispensable in a variety of technical and vocational areas in attracting FDI and outsourcing from developed economies in order to create adequate employment opportunities that enhances efficiency and flexibility in the labour market. During the last couple of decades, India showed a major transition to a knowledge-based economy, thus requiring a new generation of knowledge workers and knowledge technologists who are flexible and analytical to be the driving force for this change. It is obvious from the present Indian economic scenario that there are some positive trends combined with shadows of uncertainties indicated by the weakening rupee. Production generally has to increase and human resource needs of several sectors have to be met. The educational and training institutions have not responded adequately to the employment needs in certain areas, especially in producing skilled personnel at lower level vocations and occupations. There is a growth in the production of professional and higher technical degree holders, and unemployment of this section can be seen in many sectors. On the contrary, there are less skilled personnel produced in lower technical and vocational areas including occupations in unorganized sector. There are also insufficient opportunities for updating and upgrading skills for in-service vocational personnel. It has also been found that there are gaps between demand and supply of skilled manpower in the Indian economy.

**NATIONAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION QUALIFICATIONS FRAMEWORK (NVEQF)**

During the post-independence period, there have been many attempts to reform and strengthen the vocational education system in India and make it more relevant and applicable to the developmental needs of the country. Policy reforms and innovations attempted in over sixty years in the past have been extensive but not comprehensive and integrated. Hence, the impact of these reforms and innovations has not been very significant.
The long standing need for a comprehensive and integrated structure for vocational education and training has been addressed recently by the Ministry of Human Resource Development, Government of India, through widespread deliberations and consultations, leading to the formulation of the National Vocational Education Qualifications Framework (NVEQF) in September 2012 through a government notification. The framework says that the Technical and Vocational Education and Training (TVET) system in India is fragmented and lacks coordination between various stakeholders and there is lack of articulation arrangements for progression of students from school to polytechnics and universities. (The terms TVET and VETVocational Education and Traininghave been used interchangeably in this document).

NVEQF is a descriptive framework that organizes qualifications according to a series of levels of knowledge and skills defined in terms of learning outcomes. These learning outcomes are a set of competencies learners must possess regardless of whether they were acquired through formal, non-formal or informal education and training. Qualifications comprise a number of occupational standards that provide the basis for judgements and assessments made for specific areas of learning (similar to modules, but more focused). This allows learners, education/training providers and employers to gain information about the broad equivalence of qualifications. It is, therefore, a nationally integrated education and training that will link one level of learning to another and enable learners to progress to higher levels from any starting point in the education and training system. The key elements of the NVEQF are to provide multiple entry and exit to TVET, transfer and progression within and between TVET and general academic education and partnership with industry/employers. NVEQF for the first time has considered all levels, aspects and modes of TVET in the country.

**COMPREHENSIVE PERSPECTIVE ON TVET IN NVEQF**

The framework acknowledges the fact that the enormous challenge of providing TVET courses at pre-service and in-service levels including ongoing support can never be overcome only through formal TVET institutions such as ITIs, polytechnics, engineering colleges and other such formal providers. It takes a comprehensive and inclusive perspective by recognizing the importance of acquiring TVET skills through formal, non-formal or informal education and training.

According to the NVEQF, formal education includes education (and training) provided in the system of schools, colleges, universities and other formal...
educational institutions that normally constitutes a continuous ladder of full-time education for children and young people, generally beginning at age 5, 6 or 7 and continuing up to 20 or 25 years of age. This form of education provides limited access due to regulations and rigidities like age specificity, full-time participation in institutions of learning and limited course combinations.

The NSQF emphasizes learning outcomes, and not the mode:

iii. Wherever notional learning time is used, it should include all learning activities required for the achievement of the learning outcomes for a particular level, including, for example:

a. Formal learning, including classes, training sessions, coaching, seminars and tutorials

b. Practice and learning on the job—gaining, applying and refining skills in the workplace

c. Involvement in informal learning example: community-based workshops, youth groups, playgroups

d. Doing practical work in laboratories or other locations

e. Expected private study, revision and remedial work

f. Work-based activities which lead to assessment

g. Undertaking all forms of assessment

Non-formal education refers to any organized and sustained educational activity that may take place, both within and outside educational institutions, and may cater to people of all ages. It may cover educational programmes to impart adult literacy, basic education for out-of-school children, life skills, work skills, etc. Although not specified by the framework, the open schooling comes within this form of education.

In addition, NVEQF also brings within its purview all types of learning that take place through life and work experience, which may also be referred to as experiential or informal learning. Often, this learning is unintentional and the learner may not realize at the time of the experience that it contributed to his or her knowledge, skills and competence.
DEVELOPMENT AND IMPACT OF OPEN SCHOOLING

The emergence of the open and distance learning (ODL) system has been a natural and phenomenal evolution in the history of educational development towards the latter half of the twentieth century. While the conventional system continues to be the mainstream of educational transaction, it has its own limitations with regard to expansion, access, equity and cost-effectiveness. The focus of ODL has been laid on expanding access to learning by removing barriers to education and providing flexibility in allowing students to learn what they want, when they want and where they want. This helps in reaching the unreached such as the drop-outs, underprivileged, and all those who are out of the scope of formal educational institutions.

Experts generally included open schools with open universities and used the general term 'open and distance learning' to describe what they do as an alternative to formal system for providing education at school and university levels. The Commonwealth of Learning (COL), which has been a major advocate of open learning for school level education and a catalyst for the development of this system in the Commonwealth countries, has also taken a very broad but simple definition of open schooling. It defines open schooling as "the physical separation of the school-level learner from the teacher, and the use of unconventional teaching methodologies, and information and communications technologies (ICTs) to bridge the separation and provide the education and training" (Daniel and Phillips 2006). This definition sounds much similar to that of an open university.

However, Daniel and Phillips (2006) interpret these terms in a different way. According to them, "Open Schooling is not called open/distance schooling for a reason. Open Schooling may follow different patterns, but the most common scenario is that the learners study specially designed open learning materials on their own–at home, in their workplace, wherever it is convenient for them–and then they meet together with a facilitator on a regular basis. The term 'open' in open schooling refers to the openness of the system–seldom are there rules dictating student ages, prerequisites, content of courses to be taken or number of courses in which students must enroll." Such an understanding of the concept of open schooling provides for catering to varied needs of different types of clientele groups. For example, the openness facilitates the learning–anyone can enroll in any course at any time and study at his or her own convenience and schedule. Usually, there are no rules that regulate students' age limits, lay down prerequisites, impose...
the course content to be taken or specify the number of courses in which students must enroll. This means that those who missed out on schooling in their childhood can enroll in courses that will give them the equivalence of secondary education without having the embarrassment of sitting in classrooms with much younger children. Young mothers can take secondary-level education by studying at home and attending tutorials only when necessary and when their responsibilities permit. Working adults can enroll in one or two courses at a time, and study whenever their personal and work commitments permit. Young adults can acquire skill training coupled with academic subjects while being self-employed or working as non-skilled labour.

Open schools have a longer history than open universities. Developed countries such as Canada, Australia and New Zealand have been offering educational programmes from kindergarten to Grade 12 through different forms of distance education for over 60 years. These programmes were designed using print and other available technologies to reach out to special groups such as the children living on scattered sheep farms or in families responsible for lighthouses, students in small towns and children whose schools could not offer specialized courses for want of qualified teachers. Open schooling was also used by countries at times of crisis such as when New Zealand had to shut down its whole school system because of an epidemic of measles and all children in the country studied for a period of a few weeks through the Correspondence School. The largest open school outside the Commonwealth, France’s Centre National d’Enseignement à Distance (CNED), was created to serve the thousands of French children who were evacuated from the cities during World War II. These early open schools were successful mainly because at the primary school level, pupils were tutored by their parents using high quality learning materials while at the secondary level, students were usually highly motivated learners who could learn through self-learning materials.

There were attempts to establish correspondence schools in the developing countries during the 1960s. Malawi, Zambia and Zimbabwe established such schools with external funding. The Malawi College of Distance Education and the National Correspondence College, Zambia, were initially successful but could not sustain over time as the models used were based on those in the industrialized world without considering contextual needs and realities. For example, pupils in developing countries seldom had educated parents to tutor them. As a result, many of these institutions failed in their mandates to successfully deliver school-level
education through non-conventional means. A resurgence of ODL for school education happened with the success of the open school system in India.

OPEN SCHOOLING IN INDIA

Open schooling in India is a success story in the world of ODL. It began as a pilot open school project in 1978 as part of the Central Board of School Education (CBSE). Considering its successful trial run and increasing demand of its services, the Government of India established an autonomous institution in 1989 in the name of the National Open School (later renamed as the National Institute of Open Schooling) with a mission of providing 'education for all', 'greater equity and justice in the society' and 'the evolution of a Learning Society'. The main objective of the NIOS is 'to provide opportunities for continuing and developmental education to interested learners through courses and programs of general education life enrichment modules and vocational courses up to pre degree level'.

During the 1990s, the National Open School increased steadily its enrolment and expanded geographically to reach out to all parts of the country. It also diversified from academic secondary and senior secondary courses and initiated vocational education and open basic education programmes in addition to improving its quality of offerings. Its scope and function was further expanded in 2002 when its name changed to the National Institute of Open Schooling (NIOS). NIOS has become a model of successful strategies. It has pushed the boundaries and done what many claimed was impossible—making school education available through non-conventional means to hundreds of thousands of pupils with both academic and vocational courses.

As of today, NIOS has emerged as the largest open schooling system in the world and its client groups include girls and women, other marginalized groups including socially and economically backward people from rural and remote areas, the urban poor, the unemployed and underemployed, and the physically disadvantaged groups. The NIOS has almost 5000 accredited institutions (AIs) and accredited vocational institutions (AVIs) acting as learning centres for academic and vocational courses, located across India. It also has centres in five other countries outside India. The cumulative enrolment of the student exceeds over two million (NIOS, 2012).

In India, open schooling has not been adopted exclusively as a complementary schooling system to complete what the conventional schools leave half/partially
done nor is it a supplementary schooling system supporting the conventional schools in what they are doing. Instead, 'it has been chosen for the cost advantages it is supposed to offer, the operational flexibility it can accommodate, the curricular innovations and diversity it will allow and above all the extensive reach it will provide to cover immensely diverse clientele' (Rumble and Koul, 2007). It has been visualized as a major approach in the process of facilitating inclusion, modernizing educational methodology, diversifying secondary-level curricula and universalizing secondary education in India. It is in this context that the role and potential of NIOS in providing VET has to be seen and efforts to be made to tap this potential to reach out to large numbers and develop relevant courses and organize them within the gambit of NVEQF.

TECHNICAL AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING BY ODL: SOME EXPERIENCES

Open learning in vocational and technical education has a lot to offer to the new world of work because it is responsive, flexible, fosters independent learning, can be set up in a way that encourages teamwork and allows the immediate transfer of skills in the workplace. Open learning also reinforces qualities of self-reliance, and mobility and rapid adjustment to the change needed for survival in today's fast-changing world of work. That level of quality can only be met if the objectives are very clear, and both process of learning and the system requirements for supporting that process are well understood and suitably mobilized. The potential and possibilities in the ODL mode has undergone remarkable changes that today ODL systems including open schooling with use of a variety of technologies and learner support modalities can go well beyond teaching theoretical subjects. There is enough experience around the world to show that appropriately organized distance learning experiences supported by physical presence, virtual interactions and hands-on skill development sessions can be effective to develop technical and vocational competencies. We could look at some of the TVET programmes offered through ODL to understand what makes these systems relevant and viable.

Open Polytechnic of New Zealand (OPNZ): Open Polytechnic is one of the world’s leading providers of VET by ODL, removing barriers of time, place and cost to deliver effective learning solutions. OPNZ has a strong track record in designing and delivering skills and competency-based learning solutions within blended and networked learning environments. It also works closely with industry to deliver vocational training to accredited national standards.
and qualifications. OPNZ occupies a unique place in New Zealand post-secondary education and is most successful. With a history going back 60 years, it is New Zealand's only single-mode distance learning provider, enrolling 25,000 students, mostly working adults. OPNZ is also a pacesetter in the way that it has disaggregated the elements of its ODL system (e.g., curricula, courseware, examinations, student support) so that each can be made available to partners separately. OPNZ offers learners the opportunity to control their learning from the perspective of where to study, how to study, and what to study, using quality multimedia materials.

- **Open University of Sri Lanka (OUSL):** The study system adopted by OUSL and the Faculty of Engineering Technology is based on multimedia instructional materials with strong emphasis on distance education techniques using printed material and audio-visual aids. The central element of the self-study is the printed material that offers the student the equivalent of lectures in a conventional university. They also provide a series of carefully designed activities and self-assessment questions, which help the students develop analytical skills and independent thought processes. Printed materials are supported by audio-visual materials, day schools (face-to-face discussions), tutor clinics, laboratory work, fieldwork, on-line component and seminars. Laboratory work and fieldwork form an integral part of most courses in the technical education programmes.

- **Indira Gandhi National Open University (IGNOU):** This university uses multimedia teaching–learning packages, which include self-instructional print and audio-video materials, radio and television broadcasts, contact sessions/counselling, laboratory, hands-on experience, teleconferencing, videoconferencing, interactive radio counselling, interactive multimedia CD-ROMs, Internet-based learning, use of mobile phones for instant messaging and practical/practice teaching at selected programme centres. IGNOU offers skill-based programmes through various schools of studies. It established the School of Vocational Education and Training (SOVET) in 2007, specifically for offering VET programmes. The objectives of SOVET are to (a) provide educational training for skill development; (b) meet the vocational as well as technical requirements for economic development of the country; (c) offer demand-driven and value-addition courses/programmes targeting the formal and informal sectors; (d) develop courses that encourage vertical mobility of
vocational educational training; and (e) undertake research and development for identifying societal and industrial needs. At present, SOVET offers programmes in the area of information security, business process outsourcing (BPO), communication and IT skills and pharmaceutical and sales management and develops new programmes in the area of vocational teacher education, modern office practice and hospital administration. These programmes are credit-based and supported through self-study printed materials comprising self-check exercise/activities, assignments, project work, etc. Study materials were integrated with ICT, audio/video programmes, live teleconferencing sessions, practical and hands-on experience at work situations at specialized programme centres. It is evident that although IGNOU uses ICT applications, its main approach is to optimally use the workshop and workplace infrastructure in the field that is accessible to the students.

The Open University, UK (UKOU): Through the Open University Vocational Qualification Assessment Centre (VQAC), UKOU delivers vocational qualifications through a flexible, distance-learning, modular approach. In most cases, an assessor works with the learner, providing support and guidance as they progress through the qualification. Vocational qualifications are also very flexible for staff with heavy or unpredictable workloads. They can be very effective and flexible tools for motivating employees and enhancing standards and practice. Employers can use the VQAC support in setting standards expected of staff in a particular vocational sector, achieve quality and consistency, recognize staff competence, and provide a framework for preparing job descriptions, undertaking appraisals and planning training and development activities.

CRITICAL PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES THAT MAKE ODL SYSTEMS SUITABLE FOR VET

If one attempts to study the feasibility and effectiveness of the learning/training systems presented in the previous section, it is evident that there are a few critical principles and practices adopted by these institutions that have led to its success. These include the following:

- Flexibility and openness to go beyond the existing systems and finding 'out of the box' solutions to design the learning/training system for VET based on contextual requirements.
Strong focus on designing and delivering skills and competency-based learning solutions within blended and networked learning environments

Close partnership with all kinds of employers including large and medium industries and small business houses to deliver vocational training of accredited national standards and qualifications

Approach in which the institution has disaggregated the elements of its ODL system (e.g., curricula, courseware, examinations, student support) so that each can be made available to partners separately

Identification and integration of a variety of learning/training experiences provided through a logical mix of different media and methods supported by appropriate resource materials

Use of appropriate, available and accessible technologies to provide individualized support for self-learning as well as practical training hands-on experience, including virtual support

Optimum use of available infrastructure and resources in the community at all levels for course development, course distribution and providing varied kinds of learner support

Tutor counsellor/assessor working with the learner continuously providing support, guidance and feedback as they progress through the qualification

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING THROUGH OPEN SCHOOLING

One of the objectives of the vocational education programme of NIOS is to meet the need for skilled and middle-level manpower for the growing sectors of the economy, both organized and unorganized. The range of VET courses has been expanding over the years depending upon the needs of learners and market demands. The present vocational education courses of NIOS are meant for both urban and rural sectors. In spite of development and expansion, only about 5% of the total enrolment of NIOS is in the VET programmes (NIOS, 2012).

In spite of vigorous growth, the formal system of education has not been able to cater to the increasing demand for skilled personnel in varied productive areas and this has been acknowledged by the NVEQF. The framework considers ODL as one of the forms of non-formal education that can be used to develop technical and vocational skills. Many expectations rest on the mode's potential advantages. These
advantages include the ability to access individuals and communities on the margins, its low cost and its ability to deliver a quality product of standard similar to conventional institutions. With the growth of ICTs and their enhanced applications for ODL, it has become an even more attractive option for many countries to use this mode to provide quality education and training in a highly cost-effective manner. It is generally believed that the advances in technology fortify and expand existing arguments for ODL delivery in skill development. ICTs can increase access to information and facilitate communication as well as allow modelling of scientific and technological phenomena. All this allows for better delivery of education material and better learning outcomes. The growth of ICTs should allow students to access better quality education and training getting attached to local learning centres, whilst also providing students with good support materials and the means to access the best knowledge bases anywhere in the world. And for many fast growing countries, there seems to be no other option than using ODL to complement and supplement formal education and training.

Vocational education and training of large populations is an important aspect of the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs). But traditional systems of training individuals for technical and vocational careers often cannot meet the massive need. Among the options available to achieve the targets of the MDGs is the application of ODL methods. Over the past forty years, trainers all over the world have come to appreciate the immense value of using ODL methods to provide continuous "just-in-time" training for workers in a range of fields from farming to electronics, health to engineering, animal husbandry to automobile engineering, and teaching to social work.

In addition to acknowledging the need for adopting alternative modes of education and training, the NVEQF accepts that the curriculum transaction should be flexible enough to reach out to large populations. It emphasizes the need and importance of flexibility in the delivery of VET including a range of approaches to provide education and training, giving learners a greater choice of when, where and how they learn. The framework defines flexible delivery to include distance education, mixed mode delivery, on-line education, self-paced learning, and self-directed learning.

**ACTION POINTS IN NVEQF FOR VET CURRICULUM AND TRANSACTION**

VET consists primarily of practical courses or programmes aimed at learners gaining skills and experience linked to an occupation and career in future. It helps learners
to gain skills and competencies leading to certification and thereby improving their employment opportunities.

NVEQF has brought out very comprehensive directions related to various aspects of curriculum development and transaction including assessment in VET. These directions are summarized in the following list:

- Development of National Occupation Standards (NOS) by the respective SSCs of NSDC in association with the CDAs will be done. SSCs will spell out in detail NOS, learning outcomes, vertical and horizontal coordination, competency-based curricula and training packages in NVEQF.

- There will be development of a modular credit-based system at all levels of education for providing enhanced learning opportunities, ability to match students' scholastic needs and aspirations, inter-institution transferability of students, part-completion of an academic programme in the institution of enrolment and part-completion in a specialized (and recognized) institution, improvement in educational quality and excellence, flexibility for working students to complete the programme over an extended period of time, and standardization and comparability of educational programmes across the country. A common system of credit values will be applied to all units within a qualification.

- National level creation and adoption of credit-based system, that is, earning credits, credit accumulation and transfer, articulation arrangements, etc. will take place.

- Recognition of prior learning (RPL) or accreditation of prior learning will be part of the NVEQF. It will be utilized as an assessment tool for recognition of competencies acquired outside the learning path, and recognition of credits obtained through formal or non-formal learning. Recognition will be given to both whole and parts of qualifications.

- Competency standards for training of teachers and trainers for bringing about radical changes in teacher training and re-tooling programmes to suit the needs of the NVEQF will be maintained.

- Strategic steps for promotion of suitable pedagogy and blended learning will be taken.
Competency-based assessment system, which involves the collection of evidence of what learners know, understand and can do, will be an integral part of the NVEQF. To achieve a certificate or to gain qualification, a candidate must gain credits by completing certain tasks and provide evidence to demonstrate competence development in chosen areas at the appropriate level.

Accredited assessors will judge all the evidence against NOS. They will adopt the national guidelines for continuous competency based assessment and guide the learners towards assessment of their existing competencies before enrolling for a programme. Whatever the approach taken, performance and knowledge assessment should be directly linked to occupational standards. The existing accreditation agencies like AICTE will work with NSDC/SSCs to provide accreditation as per NVQF guidelines.

A quality assurance system for competency-based education and training and assessment within a quality assurance framework (QAF) for providing nationally consistent high-quality education and training will be developed.

A plan for developing an academia-industry alignment at the district level to ensure that the framework caters to the local contextual requirements will be part of the NVEQF.

There will be implementation of the complementary policies with provisions for registration and accreditation, for enhancement of 'articulation arrangements' between school/ITIs/polytechnics and higher education institutions for providing vertical mobility, recognition of prior learning, quality assurance, and creating institutions to fill the current gaps in teacher-instructor training.

Modification and expansion of structures of the present education and training system for bringing about required changes in funding arrangements, governance, buildings, classrooms, tools and equipment, faculty, teaching-learning approaches and assessment and certification system will take place.

The reconstruction of the curriculum for schools and higher education will be essential in order to provide necessary flexibility and get rid of the outmoded teaching-learning practices prevalent in the present education system.
PEDAGOGICAL AND TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS FOR VET

Human learning is a very complex process. In spite of years of research in education, our understanding of how humans learn is still limited. For this reason, educators strive to use the little that is known about human learning whenever they engage in the act of teaching and learning. Out of all theoretical paradigms of learning a social constructivist approach enabling a learner to construct one's knowledge and skills through a collaborative reflective practice is effective to internalize work-related competencies. Situated Learning Design (SLD), based on the principles of social constructivism, is considered to be an effective design for professional and job-related learning and training. Learning in realistic work environments provides potential to leverage on the varied advantages of situated learning. These include providing students with opportunities to

- learn how to apply knowledge acquired in conditions mirroring real-world application;
- engage in invention and problem-solving pertinent to specialized contexts;
- see and experience first-hand the implications of the knowledge learnt; and
- provide support as they learn (Collins, 1988).

The situated learning process would not be possible without two critical factors, namely facility for networking (facilitating collaboration and interaction) and situated learning environments (in the form of learning environment replicating real-world workplaces). Both these precepts can be leveraged to encourage participative student learning (constructivism and connectivism) that are required for developing work-oriented competencies.

The New London Group (1996) recommends that approaches to teaching and learning should recognize the emergence and importance of multi-literacy to include not only reading but also writing. It includes the following:

- Visual literacy for working with images, page layouts, screen formats, etc.
- Audio modalities to understand music, sound effects and vocal presentations
- Gestural modalities to obtain meaning from non-vocal communications
- Spatial literacy to utilize environmental and architectural spaces
The forms of expressing understanding through non-text-based methods just listed are especially pertinent to vocational and trade-based learning. Much of learning a trade or craft involves apprenticeship, guided learning and workplace-based learning. As such, the literacy required is situated in practice. A lot of skill-based learning is hands-on, skill and practice-centred and requires learning by modelling/imitation, initial guided practice, deliberate and repetitive practice, leading to eventual competency. The products of this learning are not text-based but are in the form of manufactured products, completion of tasks or customer interactions. Hence, evidence of learning in the form of products, videos of students performing a skill or feedback from customers is appropriate.

In the area of VET, the integration of ICT is not only an option but also a necessity for making the education process more attractive (Paryono and Quito, 2010). A virtual conference (UNESCO, 2013), organized by the UNESCO-UNEVOC International Centre for TVET (Bonn, Germany) involving 247 participants from 74 countries examined the potential and impact of new technologies on TVET. The deliberations highlighted that new technologies allow for better and easier access to education, nationally and across borders; enables the implementation of education and training, the provision of learning content, and communication between teachers and learners and hence should be harnessed with the purpose of providing more widespread access to TVET. There was an agreement that ICTs can greatly contribute towards improving the quality of education if used appropriately and has the potential to not only enhance people's technical skills but also to help develop 'transferrable' or soft skills supporting lifelong learning. Participants expressed how ICTs in TVET can also enhance the perception of TVET, a form of education that is often regarded as second-class. The discussion further highlighted the need for a flexible and blended approach in incorporating ICTs into TVET, recognizing the crucial role of the teachers in its delivery.

The increased use of ICTs in TVET has resulted in a major paradigm shift, from a total dependence on the objectivist paradigm to a growing adherence to the cognitivist and constructivist paradigms. For example, the use of ICTs in distance education has resulted in a pedagogy, which is constructivist, collaborative and interactive (Wonacott, 2001). Chan, Fisher and Sauer (2011) reports the findings from a project, which show an increase in student engagement brought about by a careful match of learning outcomes to the use of situated-technology-enhanced learning. The four pedagogical approaches of technology-based learning (mobile learning),
constructivists learning, situated learning and encouragement of multimodal and multi-literacy modes to showcase students’ work were made possible through the capabilities of net tablets. The introduction of using net tablets, in the ways described in the project, also led to tutors’ increased understanding of teaching and learning processes. Additionally, the two teaching sections (barista and automotive engineering) involved in this project reaped benefits from the ongoing teaching methodology discussions and opportunities to trial and familiarize themselves with the net tablet’s educational potential. The guidelines provided in this project are to assist vocational educators to implement situated-technology-enhanced learning into their programmes/courses. It is important to ensure there are structured and supported processes for introducing students and tutors to learning activities that are matched to appropriate technology tools and delivery. The approaches detailed in this report ensure that vocational students not only meet programme and qualification outcomes, but also gain important digital literacy skills and become constructive learners (Chan, Fisher and Sauer, 2011).

ICTs are effectively removing distance from education and making knowledge more accessible to all. As such, technology-enhanced learning will play a critical role in the development of a lifelong learning culture. Technology has the capacity to empower learners by providing them with multiple pathways that offer choices and channels to meet their education and training needs (UNESCO, 2003). Therefore, a growing interest in technology-based learning (TBL) across the world can be seen. Further, the potential that technology has to increase access and enhance quality of teaching and learning for all situations including TVET is immense and fully tapped.

TBL is a broad concept, which involves a range of hardware and software used in the teaching and learning systems that include computer-based training systems, multimedia systems, electronic performance support systems, telecommunications systems, as well as the Internet with World Wide Web systems. TBL can support an open schooling system for TVET by enhancing the effectiveness of teaching and learning in a cost-effective manner as it offers great flexibility regarding time and location of training delivery (Furst-Bowe, 1996) as well as for adapting teaching and learning methods to meet learners’ individual cognitive and learning styles.

Notwithstanding the known potential of ICT use for general education and learning, there is a lack of adequate literature and research regarding its implementation and use in the field of TVET. Attwell (1999) noted, "Whilst there is a wealth of studies and
debate on the use of information and communication technologies in university and higher education, there has been only limited work on the potential impact for vocational education and training." Even the database of UNESCO-UNEVOC International Centre for Technical and Vocational Education contained very limited information on the current use of ICTs in TVET. The available literature on ICT use for TVET does throw some light into the area, which could be invaluable while developing the plan of ICT use in developing an open schooling system for VET in India.

Imel (1998) identified four different applications of ICTs in adult education, namely technology as curriculum, technology as a delivery mechanism, technology as a complement to instruction, and technology as an instructional tool.

a. Technology as curriculum

When using technology as curriculum, the focus is on developing ICT literacy skills. There are two types of ICT literacy skill sets, namely generic ICT literacy skills and occupationally specific ICT literacy skills. The generic ICT literacy skills include keyboarding, word-processing, using databases, using spreadsheets, desktop publishing and using the Internet for research and communication (Kasworm and Londoner, 2000). In this network economy, every graduate from TVET programmes needs to possess these essential and generic ICT literacy skills, which will be an advantage in technology use for teaching and learning. Examples of occupationally specific ICT literacy skills are the ability to use skills such as networking equipment, working with specialized software and hardware, and operate equipment with digital system controls.

b. Technology as delivery mechanism

When technology is used as a delivery mechanism, the focus is on appropriately designing and formatting course content for digital delivery. Some common approaches in effective delivery include computer-assisted instruction (CAI), computer-based instruction (CBI), and web-based or online instruction. The ODL mode makes extensive use of technology as its delivery mechanism and hence open schooling for VET can use technology for country-wide delivery of courses, and thereby larger numbers of learners from distant and remote areas can effectively learn through this mode. It may not be able to entirely replace F2F contact and hands-on practice of the vocational competencies in a workshop or workplace context. However, self-learning through appropriate use of technology can support
theory learning as well as provide supplementary learning experiences to support hands-on practice and thereby reduce the time for F2F and hands-on practice without affecting the quality of skills training.

c. Technology as a complement to instruction

When technology is used to complement instruction, the emphasis is on providing opportunities to practice skills taught and on extending learning by working with specific software applications (Kasworm and Londoner, 2000). Simulators are often used in TVET to address safety concerns during the initial phase of training and to offset cost in renting equipment for training crane operators and truck drivers. In its simplest form, technology can be used for drill and practice to complement instruction.

d. Technology as an instructional tool

The learning process can be divided into two broad categories. The first relates to learning conditions that are internal to the learners. While this is the area where the potential to improve learning outcomes is the highest, it is undoubtedly the area that is most difficult to affect. The second condition of learning is external to the learners. People learn through the five senses and the contribution of each to the amount that we learn varies. Most of the learning happens through the sense of sight (83%) and hearing (11%) according to the analysis done by Kupsh and Mason (1986). There are a variety of audio-visual aids that can be used to maximize learning outcomes in TVET. Analysis of the retention rate through the various senses indicates that ICTs as instructional tools can be used to create a variety of external conditions that are conducive to learning and retention.

Use of Open Educational Resources

After the emergence of open learning concept in the 1960s, there has been another concept of openness that emerged in the 1990s, namely openness and free availability of resources. In the last decade, the concept of Open Educational Resources (OER) has gained much attention among educators and ODL practitioners. The pioneer OER initiative was the creation of the Open Courseware (2001) by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). In December 2002, Creative Commons released its first set of copyright licences for free to the public. As the number of institutions offering free or open courseware increased, UNESCO organized the 1st Global OER Forum where the term Open Educational Resources (OER) was adopted.
There are several initiatives/projects taken up in the last decade for creating and digitizing open educational resources. Since the beginning of 2006, the Open e-Learning Content Observatory Services (OLCOS) project has been exploring how OER can make a difference in teaching and learning. OERs are understood to comprise content for teaching and learning, software-based tools and services, and licences that allow for open development and re-use of content, tools and services. UNESCO, along with the Commonwealth of Learning, supported and strengthened the OER movement with the release of OER Paris declaration in June 2012, which has come out with a number of recommendations for the creation and use of OER and for encouraging all national governments to develop national OER policies and make available all resources developed with public funding free under one of the open licences for use by the world community. It is expected that OERs with all types of multimedia materials will become increasingly more available for use globally and also in India. Educationists across the world are beginning to see the advantage of using and repurposing multimedia OER materials in both formal classrooms as well as for ODL course development.

**VET THROUGH OPEN SCHOOLING IN INDIA–A SWOT ANALYSIS**

The open schooling systems to be developed and strengthened for cost-effective offer of vocational education courses will have to take into consideration the strengths and weaknesses of the ODL mode and the opportunities and threats that exist in the Indian context (Figure 1).

The SWOT analysis shows that there are sufficient strengths for the ODL system to cater to the needs of vocational education, especially with the availability of innovative ICT-based inputs. The political will and success of the ODL mode being used by NIOS and IGNOU for technical and vocational education also indicates success of open schooling initiative for TVET. The learning/training inputs and assessment modalities of developing the vocational skills is very critical. As ODL systems provide for limited F2F experiences, it is important to plan and execute the F2F sessions to include virtual learning support and adequate human interaction and hands-on practice in laboratory, workshop and work situations. The apparent weaknesses of the ODL system with regard to skills training can be removed by providing effective support for strong hands-on experience, good resource materials and virtual learning including simulation. The following sections analyse these factors in detail. Such an analysis will help in considering the positive and negative factors while designing an ODL/Open Schooling System for VET
implementing the expectations and conditions put forward by NVEQF.

Figure 1: SWOT Analysis of VET through Open Schooling

a. Strength of open schooling

The strength of the open schooling system to organize effective learning environment for both academic and technical/vocational courses has been demonstrated in different geographical and developmental contexts. Appropriate instructional designs have been created to suit the needs of the courses as well as available technologies and human resources. There are success experiences of VET courses organized in both developed and developing countries (TOPNZ, NIOS, etc.)

The success of VET by open schooling has been due to the effective designs that integrated inputs that were known to achieve the varied learning and training outcomes including knowledge, attitude and skills associated with each vocational
sector and also the particular vocation. An open school or ODL-based VET course can be provided to in-service personnel without taking them away for a long period from work. The effectiveness of training making an impact on work performance is known to be more if the training and learning happen when the employee is at work that allows the work-related needs emerging in real workplace to be reflected within the process of learning. This shows that the workplace needs can be thus integrated well, just in time and just in place, with the formal training inputs provided by the course. This possibility gets enhanced if the course is designed with scenarios or cases or problems that are 'situated' in the reality of the workplace. On-the-job learning is dependent on workplaces that provide quality work, in which people learn by having to undertake challenging tasks, by using their judgement, applying new knowledge and learning from their peer workers (Cedefop, 2004, p. 168-172). More informal ways of learning in the workplace, by working and while working, do not supersede more formal continuing training but rather complement it, and may stimulate motivation to further learning (Cedefop, 2011).

Open schooling is relatively more cost effective and has the potential to reach out to a larger number of learners. The Indian 'open school' model is considered to be unique because of its feasibility and cost-effectiveness for catering to the needs of very large populations in a developing country context. A study by the Commonwealth of Learning (Rumble and Koul, 2007) confirms that open schools can be either a complementary or an alternative system to the conventional school system. As an alternative, open schools can reach new markets through an expanded curriculum. The study reports the NIOS experience of strong evidence that open schools can effectively deliver secondary education to a large number of pupils that have never before had such opportunities. If organized in the right way and with an attention to cost reduction, open schools can be set up to reap the benefits of the economies of scale that distance education holds out as a possibility. The main programme of NIOS is to cater to the needs of secondary and senior secondary education with adequate flexibility and its vocational education programme has been in existence for about 20 years. However, it is considerably smaller than its academic counterpart with only about 5% of the total enrolment in the year 2012 and offers only a few vocational courses and programmes, which are mostly in soft skill areas. But in absolute number, the vocational programme of NIOS is quite large with a cumulative enrolment of over 1,15,000 students in 2012. Over 60,000 candidates passed out with vocational certificates during the last five years (NIOS, 2012). The model adopted by the vocational programme is an extension of
its academic model and most of the responsibility lies with the AVIs, which are themselves in most cases formal F2F technical/vocational institutes. Hence, the achievement is that from such a model, NIOS has been able to provide credibility and acceptance to the formal F2F vocational courses run by governmental and non-governmental institutions with very less distance learning mode and ICT-based inputs. While this model has been successful, there may be a need to modify and strengthen this model to include more learning material and ICT support.

b. **Weakness for practice-based courses**

Effectiveness and feasibility of the ODL system for academic education at secondary and post-secondary/higher-level education have been well established all over the world. There are also adequate successful experiences of using ODL based for developing professional and vocational skills. However, ODL systems are characterized by learning mostly at a distance with relatively less F2F contact between the learner and the institution with use of appropriate ICT applications to bridge the physical distance. The F2F component of different ODL systems would vary according to the learning/training outcomes of the programme/course. A uniform system for all vocational courses could lead to certain learning gaps in vocations where the hard skills have to be inculcated. Thus, there is a need to think of different designs of vocational instruction for soft and hard vocations. The learning gap due to the relatively less F2F component can also be compensated by using appropriate technology, which would allow human interactivity as well as individualized virtual practice including use of simulations. Hence, ODL systems, which have been designed with appropriate blend of distance learning with F2F- and ICT-based simulations can be equally effective for all types of skill development. However, in India, notwithstanding the existing models developed by NIOS and IGNOU for vocational education and training, extensive experience of ODL systems for all types of technical and vocational training are not available. Open schooling for VET, although practised in both developed and developing countries, has not achieved that level of credibility but has the potential to achieve that.

c. **Opportunity existing in India**

India has a long history of using alternative modes of education such as correspondence education and ODL for a variety of educational needs. It was primarily the challenge of dealing with large numbers needing education at both school and higher-education levels that led the country to opt for non-formal
modes. ODL has now emerged as an alternative as well as a complementary channel of education and training in the country. The correspondence courses in higher education were initiated in the early 1960s. However, it was actually during the 1980s with the establishment of open universities at the provincial as well as the central level that a serious effort was made to offer education through ODL mode with all required course development and delivery systems using appropriate technology in place along with required quality assurance processes and for a variety of content areas.

The ODL systems for higher education led by IGNOU and for open schooling led by NIOS have already established its credibility and recognition. The growth, both quantitatively and qualitatively, of ODL at these levels has been phenomenal during the last two decades in the past, particularly after the fast growing ICT support during the last decade. ICT applications including educational satellite television, availability and accessibility of Internet in most parts of the country, development and production of low-cost computing facilities such as Akash 1 and Akash 2 and setting up of national repositories like the National Mission on Education through ICT (NMEICT or Sakhshat), IGNOU's eGyankosh and National Programme of Technology Enhanced Learning (NPTEL) gave a major boost to the accelerated development of ODL both in terms of enhanced quality and increased opportunity for larger enrolment. The role of technology-mediated ODL is going to be more and more predominant in the coming decades. The process of convergence between ODL and conventional education is becoming faster and it will continue to be necessarily so. There is an immediate need for the planners and policymakers to formulate necessary policies and strategies to enhance the quality of ODL and availability of free and open resources in India. There is also the need for development of low-cost haptic devices for providing hands-on experience to the vocational trainee in very much needed skill-based programmes in the county. They work in mobile repairing, plumbing, electrician and construction area, particularly in unorganized area.

d. Possible threats

The extent of threat expected while implementing a large and sustainable model of ODL for VET based on the requirements of NVEQF is relatively less considering the existing opportunities and general acceptance for ODL-based initiatives in the country including a positive policy environment. However, there are a few possible threats to be dealt with while developing a workable, quality assured and
manageable ODL system for VET. These include the following:

- Upscaling of known models of ODL-based VET experiences within and outside India to develop a cost-effective and quality-assured model for the whole country and for all vocations and technical occupations is not an easy task. There has to be an eclectic approach to looking at success experiences and available models on one hand and flexible and open attitude to consider 'out of the box' solutions on the other while envisaging a new model of open schooling for VET in the country. It is crucial that the opportunity that exists today with a positive outlook among policymakers and acceptability among practitioners and employers should not be lost with a shoddy approach to design the open schooling system. Rather, this opportunity should be used in evolving a new design of open schooling for VET in the country that could turn out to be a model applicable in all developing countries with large training needs like India as it happened with the general open schooling model for school education (Daniel and Phillips, 2006).

- The proposed open schooling system for VET will have to accommodate and develop strong relationships with new partners including the SSCs of NSDC, industries and technical and vocational institutes in new sectors. Its earlier experiences and main partners have been mostly from the education sector notwithstanding its limited experience with some vocational areas. Partnering with relatively new and lesser-known stakeholders such as a variety of governmental and non-governmental institutions and employers including small and large business houses can turn out to be a threat. NIOS may have to think of making appropriate changes in its policy statements to include vocational education and training as an equally important area of focus and also have representatives of vocational institutes and industries as members in its governing structures such as the Board of Management and Academic Council. It may have to constitute a national council for governing the open VET system. Apprehensions some stakeholders might express with regard to the potential of ODL for skill development in case of skills associated with hard vocations may have to be addressed with proper research, advocacy and capacity building efforts.

**SKILL DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY FOR OPEN SCHOOLING**

Most of the requirements of the NVEQF pertain to changes that would impact all modes of VET including the ODL mode. There are general policy and structural
changes envisaged for the entire system of VET. The framework is not explicit enough in specific matters related to VET curriculum, curriculum transaction and assessment. These are to be done by different CDAs and SSCs. However, the open schooling system that follows the ODL mode in India has to consider some of the curriculum-specific requirements indicated in the framework as well as the transactional requirements of VET in general and some skill areas in specific. Some of the issues/challenges open schooling could deal with are the following:

- **Need for a Modular Credit-based System:** The open schooling system in India has not been following a well-defined modular credit-based system, though there has been a practice of transfer of marks in individual subjects between NIOS and state open schools as well as from CBSC to NIOS. However, IGNOU has been following a modular credit-based system, clearly operationalizing the credits in terms of study hours, accumulation of credits leading to certificates, diplomas and degrees and transfer of credits within and across levels of education. IGNOU has been following such a system for its programmes within the university and at the same time encourages transfer of credits from one open university to another. Some campus-based universities also have become part of this arrangement on a bilateral basis. However, in order to transfer credits across institutions or universities, there is a need to follow a common credit system with agreed credit hours and a scheme for credit accumulation and transfer. NIOS could take the lead in developing such a modular credit-based system for both its academic and vocational programmes. The system that could be developed by NIOS along with other vocational institutes in the formal and non-formal modes could be followed across the VET system.

- **Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL):** An implementation scheme for RPL for first two levels is already developed by NIOS as required by NVEQF. The present system provides guidelines for RPL comparable to Level-1 and Level-2 certification to enter Level-3 courses/programmes. NIOS has already developed framework for recognition of prior learning and planning to implement it at the national level.

- **Designing an Open VET System:** NIOS is a pioneer in blended learning, combining distance learning with face-to-face support for academic school education as well as vocational education and training. It has over 20 years of experience in offering vocational courses and subjects at secondary and
senior secondary school levels. Open learning systems abroad (such as OPNZ and UKOU) have also shown how innovative ICT and blended learning can be effectively used for developing technical and vocational skills. However, experience of NIOS has been more extensive in general secondary and senior secondary programmes as compared to vocational area. Only about 5% of its enrolment is in the vocational programmes. Hence, it has to build on its limited success combined with the experiences from other countries and the available and accessible ICT facilities to design a system of open schooling for VET that will suit the contextual requirements and resource conditions. This is probably the most difficult challenge that open schooling in India has to deal with, especially considering the large numbers to be trained.

- **Competency-based Assessment Systems**: There are several workable examples of competency-based assessment systems used in the ODL mode across the world. The open schooling system in India has been mostly following the assessment modalities used in the formal system. With its international linkages, NIOS could bring in experiences and practices from institutions abroad to develop a contextualized system for India.

- **Developing an Academia–Industry Alignment**: Linkage with workshops and work situations for skill development has been the critical factor for the effectiveness of vocational programmes. NIOS has successfully used the academia–vocational institute partnership and to a limited extent the academia–industry partnership. This model has been used by IGNOU too in many of its programmes requiring practical training and practice in workplace situations.

- **Modifications in Teaching Learning Approaches**: Globally, ODL systems have been relatively more receptive to all innovative pedagogical approaches and learning technologies. Formal systems have been more rigid regarding change. This is true of both academic and probably more so in the formal vocational institutions. There are a number of innovative and technology-based learning approaches and learner support practices used in ODL institutions across the world that could be adopted for open vocational education in India.

- **Need for Flexibilities**: NVEQF has shown a very positive approach to flexibilities in many aspects including flexibility of modes, credit transfer, and
modular approach in the learning approaches and/or environment. The concept and practice of open schooling itself emerged because of the philosophy of openness or flexibilities in student enrolment and learning. Today, we are into the second type of openness namely open educational resources (OER) and it is expected that the large resource of digitized multimedia materials with open licences is expected to facilitate development of vocational competencies especially in the ODL mode.

The NIOS, as the national agency coordinating the open schooling system in the country through NCOS, has a great responsibility in promoting NVEQF compatible courses in all state open schools and provide appropriate capacity building assistance to them apart from aligning its own courses to the NVEQF. Considering the features of NVEQF, recommendations can be categorized under two headings: Curriculum and Resources System (CRS) and Student Support System (SSS).

a. Curriculum and Resources

This operational area constitutes all functions related to curriculum development, instructional designing, designing of learning environment, resource material development and adoption/adaptation and learner assessment, identification of market demands and clientele need assessment related to various vocational areas, identifying relevant VET areas, programmes and courses, entry requirement for each programme/course and corresponding target population, formulation of curriculum framework including learning outcomes and national occupational standards for each occupational area, designing instruction and media mix, creation and curation of learning and training materials, formulation of generic and occupation specific curriculum transaction requirements, formulation of assessment criteria and techniques.

Market Demand and Learner Needs: This is a continuing process of regular assessment of market demand and learner needs mainly looking at the secondary data made available about human resource requirement in the country. National-level data on manpower requirement projections brought out by the Government of India can be the basis on which initial identification of vocational areas within each vocational sector can be made for starting vocational courses. This is expected to be done by the individual SSCs.

Occupational Standards and Learning Outcomes: This is already clarified in the NVEQF that the responsibility of defining the occupational standards and
learning outcomes for vocations under each skill sector will be with the concerned SSCs. While NOS is being developed by various SSCs, there may be certain areas, where there is no SSC or an already existing programme of NIOS does not fall under any SSC. In such a situation, NIOS should take necessary steps to develop appropriate NOS and qualifications pack as per the NSQF norms, and work with NSDC and NQSC for their approval.

- **Curriculum Framework and Content Stipulation:** This responsibility will remain with the CDA for school level, like NCERT. This has been clarified in the NVEQF. NIOS, being a certifying board, should develop its curriculum and content taking the national frameworks available for school education into consideration.

- **Modular Credit-based System:** This is a novel proposal made in the NVEQF. Such uniform modular credit-based system does not exist today for the VET system. NIOS could take a lead in this task along with other stakeholders such as SSCs and agencies such as NCERT and SCERTs who are responsible for schooling. NVEQF strives to build a flexible vocational education and training system in the country, thereby allowing individuals to accumulate their knowledge and skills in a progression mode. The framework allows for formal, non-formal and informal modes of education for VET and recommends the creation of a modular credit-based system in VET, which would operationalize the accumulation and transfer of credits. The open schooling system led by NIOS, though implemented innovations such as the grading system and the modular approach, it is yet to adopt a modular credit-based approach. NIOS needs to create courses and programmes in VET with notional credit value to align with NVEQF.

- **Multi-level Framework for Recognition of Prior Learning:** NIOS has developed a Framework for Recognition of Prior Learning (2013) with the objectives to facilitate the implementation of RPL that will facilitate the integration of skills acquired through formal, non-formal and informal educational modes. RPL is a method of assessment that considers whether individuals can meet the assessment requirements for a competency or a set of competencies that they already possess.

- **Content Transactional Requirements:** Theoretical and practical (skill) related content for each vocational course is decided primarily by the CDAs as per the stipulation of the NVEQF. The organization and sequencing of the content will
have to be carried out by NIOS or the SOSs. The various components of a course need to be delivered using ODL approaches, and NIOS will define these as an extension of qualification packs through appropriate instructional design and media mix.

- **Instructional Design and Appropriate Media Mix:** Instructional design and media mix will be the responsibility of NIOS and SOSs taking into consideration the national occupational standards (NOS) and the learning outcomes formulated by each SSC and the content requirements given by the CDAs. The design will also consider the contextual conditions including the infrastructure and technology considerations. For example, the notional credit of a level needs to be articulated in terms of the use of different components of ODL. A typical example of the media mix can be as indicated in Table 1. The decision to arrive at the media mix need to involve a course design team consisting of instructional design experts, media experts, and subject matter experts, including professionals from the SSC and respective industry.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: A Media Mix for a VET Course by Open Schooling Mode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Media &amp; Materials</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THEORY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PRACTICE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study hours</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note:* The hours in the table are only indicative.
Assessment and Certification: Learner assessment and certification is one of the critical areas in the operationalization of the VET system. The credibility and acceptability of assessment will depend on two factors: one, quality of assessment using and integrating the latest approaches and techniques of assessment and two, the acceptability and credibility of the assessment for employers and other stakeholders. The quality of assessment could be achieved by the processes given in Table 2.

Table 2: Assessment Details for a Typical Course

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assessment Techniques/Tools Used and Weight</th>
<th>Venue of Assessment</th>
<th>Persons and Agencies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Theory</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60–65% (based on curriculum hours assigned by NVEQF for theory)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Continuous assessment</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher Marked Assignments and Computer Marked Assessment in addition to self-assesses questions and problems in the materials given</td>
<td>AVIs, online/offline</td>
<td>Tutors/ facilitators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Terminal assessment</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course-end written examination</td>
<td>AVIs and examination centres</td>
<td>NIOS at identified exam centres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Practical</strong></td>
<td>Industry/work centre/laboratory</td>
<td>NSDA/NIOS certified assessor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30–35% (based on curriculum hours assigned by NVEQF for practice)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Continuous assessment</strong></td>
<td>Workshops and workplaces</td>
<td>Tutors, facilitators and instructors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment of performance in small tasks/practical work given during the training and workplace attachment period. Use of portfolio approach 50%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Terminal assessment</strong></td>
<td>Workshops and workplaces</td>
<td>Accredited assessors along with internal assessors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course-end assessment of performance on work-related skills in specially organized sessions 50%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The NVEQF does indicate the need for close participation of SSCs and the national/state boards in operationalizing all required assessment processes and final award of certificates to successful learners. There are conflicting views expressed during the consultative process prior to the development of this document. There is agreement on the assessment of the theory component, where all agree that NIOS or SOS board that has extensive experience in organizing theory-based examinations will be able to perform this task effectively. The difference of
opinion is with regard to the assessment of the practical component. The SSC representatives think that this will be done by assessors accredited by the concerned SSC. They also want assessment of the practical component to be carried out by the concerned SSC and the certificate will be jointly given by the SSC and the Board (NIOS or SOS) in the case of open schooling mode. All agree that the assessment framework and nature of questions and tools should be broadly decided by NIOS/SOS with the approval the relevant SSC and the practical assessors to be trained and accredited by the relevant SSC. However, many think that it will be extremely difficult or even impossible for each SSC to conduct the practical assessment for a large number of candidates spread all over the country on a regular basis, at least twice a year. The NSQF has clarified on this aspect and stipulates that assessment will be carried out by the respective training providers (in our case NIOS and state open schools), and the assessment and certification norms will be developed by the respective SSCs.

b. Student Support System

Once learning materials have been developed and distributed to the learners, they are passed over to the learner sub-system. This sub-system comprises all of the activities, staff and other resources that are involved in facilitating learning by students and managing their progress through a programme. Some possibilities of student support are indicated in Table 3.

### Table 3: Student Support Possibilities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LEARNER SUPPORT Functions in the Area</th>
<th>Lead Stakeholder</th>
<th>Supporting or Participating Stakeholders</th>
<th>Any Organizational, Procedural or Technical Arrangement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Programme/course enrolment</td>
<td>NIOS, SOS</td>
<td>VET institutes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recognition of prior learning</td>
<td>NIOS</td>
<td></td>
<td>Assessment modalities for RPL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning material provision (online)</td>
<td>NIOS, SOS</td>
<td>Partners having online interactive materials</td>
<td>Providing virtual learning platforms and resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactive learning support</td>
<td>NIOS, AVIs</td>
<td>Governmental and non-governmental vocational institutes</td>
<td>F2F tutorials, online synchronous and non-synchronous modes, teleconferencing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observation and practice of skills in occupational situations</td>
<td>NIOS, SOS</td>
<td>Industries, business houses</td>
<td>Work attachment, internship, simulations, virtual vocational practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formative assessment and ongoing feedback</td>
<td>NIOS, SOSs, AVIs</td>
<td>e-portfolios constituting all types of continuous assessment by tutors and instructors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summative assessment</td>
<td>NIOS, SOSs, AVIs, SSCs</td>
<td>Terminal theory examination and testing vocation-related skills by AAs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

This section discusses in detail the steps to be adopted by NIOS for implementing the NSQF/NVEQF strategy for open schooling. As the main apex organization in the country, the role of NIOS is to initiate action towards implementation bringing together the different stakeholders at each stage. Initiation and implementation of the strategic and operational details given in this document could be carried out following the sequence of activities presented here:

a. **Advocacy and Sharing with Stakeholders**: NIOS should disseminate this document to all the state open schools for further discussions and organize a national-level forum to discuss the modalities further as a strategy for advocacy and capacity building of all stakeholders.

b. **Give Responsibility to NCOS**: The NCOS may be given the responsibility of coordinating the implementation strategy in all open schools, while the Vocational Education Department of NIOS may initiate action as per the NSQF to align existing courses and develop new courses.

c. **Strengthen NIOS Academic Council with Representatives of SSCs**: Select experts nominated by the SSCs may be included in the Academic Council of NIOS to help provide expert guidance in vocational course development as per the NSQF.

d. **Develop a Timeline to Align All the Existing Vocational Courses of NIOS**: The Department of Vocational Education need to develop a plan and timeline to align all its existing courses into NSQF compliant. This may be accorded high priority and completed in the next 3 years' time.

e. **Identification of New Vocational Programmes and Courses in Different Sectors**: Based on the analysis of published data related to market needs, human resource requirements and employment opportunities in different skill sectors as well as occasional market surveys, NIOS should be expected to identify the demand for skilled personnel in various sectors. This could be the basis on which new VET courses and programmes can be identified.

f. **Vocational Course Design and Development**: While designing and developing vocational courses with existing NOS and qualification pack, the NIOS expert team should clearly articulate the media mix, learner support and assessment mechanism as required by the SSCs. In areas where no SSCs are present, NIOS
should involve experts in instructional design and subject matter experts to develop NOS and qualification packs before developing the media mix, scheme for learner support and assessment standards.

g. **Establishing and/or Acquiring Infrastructure:** Both learner support activities and monitoring will require infrastructure including buildings and equipment in the NIOS headquarters, regional centres, state open schools and in AVIs and vocational institutes at the field level for learner support practical work, and assessment of skills. NIOS may like to develop requirements for AVIs to partner for delivery of courses, and assess their suitability through a credible system of review and physical checking. It may also implement and further augment its online accreditation system for this purpose. The services and facilities available in each of the AVIs should be made public through its webpage.

h. **Skills Training Material Resource Repository:** NIOS should take the lead in establishing a national repository for the collection, creation and distribution of multimedia curriculum and other resource material for the use of all institutions and learners of VET. This should include all newly developed materials as well as open educational resources. NIOS already practices the OER creation and this could be further strengthened.

**CONCLUSION**

This document is developed after extensive interaction with various stakeholders who are involved in policy making and implementation of the NVEQF. The present document attempts to all aspects involved in the implementation of NVEQF within the context of VET certification at level 5 and below. This document should be shared and discussed among representatives of all stakeholders. This document provides broad recommendations for each aspect of implementing NVEQF/NSQF in the open schooling context in India.
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